
Name: ________________  Block:____ 
 

•6.4.7 Solar Energy/Greenhouse Effect 
•6-4.8 Convection & Climate 
•6-4.9 Global Winds & the Jet Stream 

Review Group Weather 6-4.1-6-4.6 

Weather Student Packet 



Weather Vocabulary Standards 6-4.7; 6-4.8; 6-4.9 

Global Winds Movements of air that blow steadily in paths for thousands of kilometers.   

In each hemisphere there are three global wind belts.   

These winds steer weather in certain directions and can last for weeks. 

latitude The distance in degrees of a location north or south of the equator. 

Polar 

Easterlies  

(East to West) 

Global belts of wind that can be found between the poles and 60 0 latitude.  Cold dense air 

moves down from the high-pressure areas of the poles and curves west.  They brings snow and 

freezing weather down over the U.S.  

Prevailing 

Westerlies  

(West to East) 

Global belts of wind that blow towards the poles and can be found between 30 0 and 60 0 

latitude These belts often bring storms across the U.S. 

Trade Winds   

(East to West) 

Global belt of winds that blow from 30 0 latitude toward the equator. Early sailors named these 

winds that helped them sail to many places. *BRING HURRICANES EAST TO WEST. 

Jet  

Stream  

(West to East) 

Narrow bands of strong winds high in the atmosphere that acts as a driving force for fronts.   

Moves storms across the U.S.A. from west to east. 

Coriolis 

 Effect                    

Curving of the path of the wind and the ocean currents due to rotation of earth. 

land breeze                       At night, cooler, denser air above the land moves to  the  sea.    Trick:  DARK-LAND 

sea breeze                         During the day, cool air above the sea moves from the sea to the land.    Trick:    DAY-SEA 

local winds                       Small wind systems that affect local weather. Sea breezes and land breezes are local winds that 

affect the weather of places near large bodies of water. 

Greenhouse 

Effect 

H20 & CO2 trap heat warming the earth. 

Ocean 
Currents 

 

California Current- “C” in California for remembering that it is a COLD current from the north. 
Gulf Stream Current- Warm current that brings warm water and weather to areas like Myrtle 
Beach while Conway stays colder, Myrtle Beach can have warmer weather because of the ocean. 



Teacher Group Weather 6.4.7; 6-4.8; 6-4.9 Name____________ Block ___ 

Global Winds are caused by the ______of  the 
__________. 

J______  S________: This is a 
column of air riding in the sky 
_______the earth.  It affects 
weather. Moves weather in U.S. 
from ______to_______. 

Moves W to E 

Convection Currents 

W
__
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_ 

Winds ________and ________because of 
the ________causing Trade, Westerlies 
and Prevailing Winds, __________Effect, 
Coriolis Effect! 

Coriolis Effect Chant 

Global Winds Chant 
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move hurricanes from     ___________to _______. 
Trade Winds 

Jet Stream 

_______holds heat longer.   
_______heats up faster. 
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Teacher Group Weather 6.4.7; 6-4.8; 6-4.9 Name____________ Block ___ 
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Trick: D_ _/S_ _ 
    (3 letters) 

Trick: L_ _ _/D _ _ _  
          (4 letters) 

Gulf Stream (W_____) 
California Current (C_____) 

Ocean Currents 

Land & Sea 
Breezes 

Reflection/Absorption 
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trap 
heat 
warm 
earth 





Name                             Block Educanon Video: Global Winds & The Jet Stream 
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Watch Video and then take the quiz: 
http://www.educanon.com/public/8711/24850 
 
1.  Which type of air weighs more? 
 A. Cool air                  B. Warm air 
2.  What type of air creates an area of high pressure? 
 A. Cool air                  B. Warm air 
3.  What is a narrow band of fast moving air about 8 miles above the earth? 
                              A. the north stream             B. the jet stream 
4.  Where does the polar jet stream influence weather? 
 A. at the equator      B. across the northern hemisphere 
5.  Why do airplanes try to ride with the Jet Stream? 
 A. it speeds their journey west       B. it speeds their journey east 
6.  When the Jet Stream moves north, new air rushes in to replace rising air and this creates 
what type of weather? 
 A. storms        B. clear skies and sunny weather 
7.  Wind is the movement of air from a _____ pressure area to an area of _____ pressure area. 
 A. low; high          B. high; low 
8,  The ___________ of the earth prevents winds from the poles and the equator from directly 
blowing north or south. 
 A. revolution       B. rotation 
9.  The winds that blow towards the equator curve ______, and the winds that blow away from 
the equator move to the ______. 
 A. west; east          B. east; west 
10 .  The ________ ________ is where winds curve and bend because of the spin of the earth. 
 A. Currents Effect     B. Coriolis Effect 
11.  The winds caused by the Coriolis Effect are called _______ _________. 
 A. Trade Winds     B. Train Winds 
12.  Trade Winds complete two giant loops of air that orbit the earth.  These loops of air are 
called ___________ ________. 
 A. Happy Cells     B. Hadley Cells 
 13.  A ___________ is mass of air that moves together in a circular motion. 
 A. cell           B. rail 
14.  In the temperate zone, there is a clash of warm and cool air. This clash is known as a 
___________. 
 A. cell     B. front 
15.  In WWI, the Norwegians form a weather service and discovered warm air arrived all at 
once like an army moving forward.  They called this a _____________. 
 A. front       B. cell 
 

Watch each video below and then draw/write a 
representation of your understanding of each of them. 

Warm Air Rises: The Spinning Paper Plate 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cOMushj7w8  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm Air Rises: Blue Cold Water and Red Warm 
Water https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bN7E6FCuMbY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm Air Rises: Cold Water Sinks 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9n8FWXvPAo&list=PL5E308D05C98
C4323&feature=c4-overview-vl 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm Air Rises Fills a Balloon 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPErStqSSMk 

 

http://www.educanon.com/public/8711/24850
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cOMushj7w8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bN7E6FCuMbY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9n8FWXvPAo&list=PL5E308D05C98C4323&feature=c4-overview-vl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9n8FWXvPAo&list=PL5E308D05C98C4323&feature=c4-overview-vl
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9n8FWXvPAo&list=PL5E308D05C98C4323&feature=c4-overview-vl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9n8FWXvPAo&list=PL5E308D05C98C4323&feature=c4-overview-vl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPErStqSSMk
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Watch Videos/Respond Watch each video until it stops and says you need to get  free trial.  DON’T GET ONE! 
Draw/write a representation of your understanding of each of them. 

http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/the-structure-of-the-
atmosphere.html#lesson 
 
 
 
http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/what-is-cloud-formation-
definition-types-process.html#lesson 
 
 
 
http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/the-water-cycle-
precipitation-condensation-and-evaporation.html#lesson 
 
 
 
 
http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/types-of-air-masses-their-
effect-on-weather.html#lesson 
 
 
 
 
http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/understanding-weather-
fronts-types-their-effect-on-weather.html#lesson 
 
 
 
http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/what-are-tornadoes-
definition-causes-the-enhanced-fujita-scale.html#lesson 
 
 
 
 
http://education-portal.com/academy/lesson/hurricanes-types-formation-
causes-effects.html#lesson 
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 When you are finished, log on to USA Test Prep 
 
 

School Passcode: forestbrookpass 
Username: firstlast 
Password: your computer code/iPad code 

 

www.usatestprep.com 

Layers of the Atmosphere 

Clouds 

Water Cycle 

Air Masses 

Fronts 

Tornados 

Hurricanes 

You may do anything from standards: 6-4.7; 6-4.8 or 
6-4.9; after that review 6-4.1 through 6-4.6 
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6.4.7 Explain how solar energy affects Earth’s atmosphere and surface 
(land and water). 
  
The driving ___________source for ______of Earth and circulation in Earth’s 
atmosphere comes from the ________and is known as _______energy.  
 
Some of the Sun’s energy coming through Earth’s atmosphere is _________or 
________by ___________and/or clouds in the atmosphere.  
 
The ________heats up and releases its heat fairly ________, but water needs to 
__________lots of solar energy to _________up. This property of water allows it 
to warm more _____________but also to release the heat energy more 
____________. It is the ____________on Earth that helps to regulate the 
temperature range of Earth’s atmosphere.  
 
Solar energy that is absorbed by Earth’s land and water surfaces is changed to heat 
that ______________/_____________back into the atmosphere (_____________) 
where the heat cannot transmitted through the atmosphere so it is ____________, 
a process known as the _____________________effect.  

Name                             Block Weather Study Guide 6-4.7 



6-4.8 Explain how convection affects weather patterns and climate.  
Because warm air near Earth’s surface rises and then cools as it goes up, a __________current is 
set up in the atmosphere. There are three atmospheric convection areas in the 
____________hemisphere and three in the southern hemisphere.  
•the _________region begins at the equator and extends to the about 30 degrees north latitude;  
•the ____________region extends from there to about 60 degrees north latitude, and  
•the ____________region extends from there to the north pole, 90 degrees north latitude.  
Convection happens on a global scale in the atmosphere and causes _____________winds. 
These winds then move __________systems and surface ocean currents in particular directions.  
•Due to the __________ of the __________, the weather systems in these regions move in 
certain directions because the _____________wind belts are set up.  
•On a smaller scale, convection currents near bodies of water can cause _________ winds 
known as ____________and ____________breezes.  
•The ___________currents of Earth’s oceans that circulate warm and cold ocean waters in 
convection patterns also ____________the weather and climates of the ___________nearby.  
•The _______  _________  _________current water influences the eastern _________shoreline 
of the United States, while the _____  _________current influences its western Pacific shoreline.  
Because of the _________heating of Earth, climate zones (tropical, temperate, and polar) occur.  
•Since ___________________is a major factor in climate zones, climate is related to:  
• the convection regions at various __________________,  
•temperature ___________between the __________and the poles, and also  
•_________and __________surface ocean currents.  
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6.4.9 Explain the influence of global winds and the jet stream on weather and climatic 
conditions.                          _________        ______________are found in each convection region.  
•Because ____________cells are in place in the atmosphere and Earth is spinning on its axis, these global 
winds appear to ________________. This is known as the _____________effect.  
•In the global wind belt regions, the ________________direction of the winds and how air movement in 
these large regions affects weather conditions.  
•The __________winds blow from _______________to ____________in the tropical region moving 
warm tropical air in that climate zone.  
•The prevailing ______________winds blow from west to _____________in the temperate region.  
•The temperate zone temperatures are affected most by the changing seasons, but since the westerly 
wind belt is in that region, the weather systems during any season move from ____________to ______. 
Since the United States is in the westerly wind belt, the weather systems move across the country from 
west to east.  
•Tropical weather systems, for example _______________, are moved in the prevailing direction of the 
trade winds. If they enter the _____________wind belt, they are often turned, and move in the direction 
of that prevailing system.  
•The __________winds blow northeast to west in the polar region moving cold polar air in that climate 
zone from the poles toward the west.  
___________stream- A fast-moving ___________ of _________that moves from west to east in the 
Northern Hemisphere around Earth. It dips and bends and constantly changes positions.  
•As these changes occur, ____________masses and weather systems in its path are moved  
   along by the fast moving air.  
•The __________jet stream can bring down ___________polar conditions from the north.  
•The _________________jet stream can bring warm tropical conditions from the 
__________________(in the northern hemisphere). 
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Name                                                       Block 
Weather Crossword 

6-4.7, 6-4.8, 6-4.9 



Name                             Block Weather Crossword 6-4.7, 6-4.8, 6-4.9 

Across: 
6. Curving path of the wind and the ocean currents due to rotation of 
earth.  
Down: 
1. H20 & CO2 trap heat warming the earth.  
2. an ocean current that is cold  
3. Warm current  
4. Brings hurricanes east to west. 
5. Moves storms across the U.S.A. from west to east.  
7. At night, cooler, denser air above the land moves to the sea.  
8. During the day, cool air above the sea moves from the sea to the land. 

Word Box 

Land Breeze 
Sea Breeze 
Trade Winds 

Greenhouse Effect 
Gulf Stream Current 
California Current 

Jet Stream 
Coriolis Effect 
 



Review Group Weather 6-4.1-6-4.6 Name__________ Block ___ 
Weather 
Meteors Burning 
Satellites 
Hottest Layer 

1.  Label the layers 
2.  Write/draw a picture of each of the items 
 below where they fit into the layers. 

Atmospheric Layers 

Word Box Layers Trick: That 
_______ Must  
_________I’m 
__________. 

Ozone Layer 
Space Shuttle 
Aurora Borealis 

Layers Trick: The 
_______ Must  
_________in 
__________. 



___groundwater 
___ transpiration/evaporation 
___ precipitation 
___ condensation 
___ run-off 
 

Review Group Weather 6-4.1-6-4.6 Name__________ Block ___ 

Label the  
water cycle. 

___ nimbo 

___ Stratus 

___ alto 

___ Cirrus 

___ cirro 

___ Cumulonimbus 

A. wispy, horse’s tail-like 

B. pancake-like layers 

C. tall storm cloud 

D. rain 

E. high 

F.  medium 

Clouds 

Water Cycle 

 
transpiration 
ground water 
surface water 
run-off 

precipitation 
condensation 
evaporation 
porous 

Word Box 

A.  liquid changing to gas 

B.  gas changing to liquid 

C.  liquid falling to earth 

D. water enters lakes, streams, ocean 

E. water under the ground filtered 

through porous soil 

Matching 



Name__________ Block ___      Weather Tools 

B___________ 
W_____or 
We________ 
V_____ 

Temperature   
Pressure   
Wind Direction   
Relative 
Humidity   
Wind Speed  

Draw a line to match the  
instrument to its function: 

Label the instrument:    Station Models 

Air Masses 

Review Group Weather 6-4.1-6-4.6 

 

________________ A (extremely _____) 

________________ cP (_______/cold) 

________________ mP (moist/_______) 

________________  cT (dry/________) 

________________  mT (m____/warm) 

Air Masses 




